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VIDEO AUDIO

A woman wearing earbuds runs on a          The Beatles “Revolution” plays.
treadmill in a gym. She's entranced             “You tell me that it's evolution”
with something directly in front of her.           
It's a cell phone, hovering; screen               “Well you know...”
flashing. 

As we pan back, we see the gym expand     We hear what's being played in the ears of
to impossible dimensions. Hundreds,            the four closest runners, simultaneously
thousands, millions of people, running          with the Beatles.
on treadmills, entranced by screens.            “We all want to change the world.”
                                                                      “Fake news” “On fraud charges”
Three hundred and fifty million people,         “Hyperinflation” and a woman faking an  
 some sprinting, some moseying; all              orgasm. 
chasing the illusion on the screen.                 The audio of every screen coming into      
                                                                        view merges into a din; the din turns into
The treadmills extend behind and connect,    a pulsing hum.
in an engineering marvel of unimaginable
precision and size, to two gargantuan 
gears.

The gears that the treadmills are driving       The rumbling caused by the movement of 
are vertically aligned and geared together.    the gears shakes the ground. 

The huge gears have drives that connect      The rumbling subsides.
to smaller gears. We back up and out, 
revealing an enormous complex of                The subtle hum of mechanical movement.
perfectly engineered clockworks. 

The final set of gears operate one hundred   
and forty eight lines of numbers, ranging 
from three to fourteen digits in length, 
operating in sequence.

We back through the face of the epic            Silence.
clock, revealing that the sky-scraper sized 
mechanical workings were driving the 
numbers on the screen of the US Dept 
Clock. 
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The numbers grind on.                                           Narrator: “It's time for change.”

 And on.

The End.
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